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child). Well here’s a foodie
wishlist of sorts. I’m looking

to eat healthier and spend
less money, and part of this

is to shop on a budget. These
are things I’d love for you to

look out for in your local
supermarkets, and if there’s

one in your town/city I’ll
post it below. I’ve been
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and stores in Australia for
some months now, and I’ve
found some gems. Bacon

There’s a few bacon options
I’d like to point you towards,

but the one I like best is
Rebel Salads. They’re so
innovative and fun, this

website offers something for
everyone. This was one of

my first foodie finds, and it’s
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helped me get on a budget.
Where to buy: Rebel Salads

(online) Easy for lazy
evenings or weekends (or
ones with meatloaf, tacos,
burgers, etc) Versatile –

good for salads, sandwiches,
dips, sides Very affordable –
I’ve bought cut up bacon for

$5 and below! Nuts
Wholesale Bakery is your go-
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to place for nuts. I
recommend buying your nuts
there because they’re fresh

and meaty. I’m fairly certain
they have almonds and

pistachios, but I think they’re
both under $5 for 100g of

each. Where to buy:
Wholesale Bakery Easy for
lazy evenings or weekends

(or ones with meatloaf,
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tacos, burgers, etc) Versatile
– like bacon, good for salads,
dips, sides Very affordable –

I’ve bought almond and
pistachio packs for $4 and
below! Spices Meaningless
Spice Co. is a great find I
found while doing some

research. I’ve found out they
have ginger, coriander, curry
and turmeric. I bought some
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of their curry and added it to
my spinach and avocado

salad, and it was delicious! I
don’t have a photo for that
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